Machine tool spindle is among the most precise components which require both high accuracy and high repeatability. It has been an issue how to distribute components' tolerances in order to reduce production cost while keep the tolerance target under control. This paper investigates the method for tolerance re-distribution of a spindle in order to keep its high assembly tolerance. The dimensional chain of the spindle is first constructed to analyze the assembly tolerance. While the assembly tolerance is out of the target, the reverse process that re-distributes the target tolerance to each component is investigated such that the target can be satisfied and controlled. Tightening tolerances of spindle parts is the most straightforward approach to reduce the assembly tolerance that, however, increases manufacturing cost. An approach to re-distribute the components' tolerance based on the IT precision grade is then assigned and analyzed. This approach, however, still fails to achieve the required tolerance target. The "negative tolerancing" approach is then employed. The retaining ring of the spindle severs as the adjusting component which carries "negative tolerance" to compensate the assembly tolerance. The result shows that the tolerance target can be achieved using this approach without paying high manufacturing cost.
Introduction a
Machine tool is the most fundamental machinery in manufacturing industry. The performance of such a machine tool is crucial and thus requires high accuracy and high repeatability of its spindle, the most critical component of a machine tool. It is important to ensure the precision of a spindle in both the design and the production processes. Fig. 1 shows a spindle head, sometimes called the ram, used in a high-torque bridge-type machine tool. The spindle head is attached to the crossbeam of the machine but can slide up and down in axial direction. The spindle is enclosed inside the spindle head and driven by the driving system through the gear train located on the crossbeam. At the end of the spindle, in the right of the figure, holds the cutting tool to perform machining and thus requires the assembly tolerance of the spindle head within 30 m. While the spindle is composed of more than 30 parts, tolerance stack-up of these parts can reach several hundred micrometers if parts are machined under conventional tolerances. The accumulated tolerance reduces the repeatability and reliability that further decreases the performance of the spindle. It is a critical issue to assign reasonable tolerances to these parts so that the tolerance stack-up can be controlled within the tolerance target. . Tolerancing is among the most fundamental technologies for industry. Tolerancing of a product implies functional requirements as well as the manufacturing process to realize the design. It is often used as an index to reflect product quality and manufacturing cost [1] . Tolerances of components are accumulated, i.e. tolerance stack-up, in the assembly of a product. Therefore, the analysis of tolerance stack-up must be conducted for such a precision spindle. A critical issue in designing such a spindle is how to distribute precision requirements, or tolerance target, of this spindle to its components. A more difficult problem is what approach should be employed if the tolerance target cannot be achieved even after different trials.
This paper is aimed to analyze the tolerance stack-up of the spindle and to investigate the approach to redistribute tolerance target to components when components' tolerance stack-up is unable to achieve the required target. Tolerance analysis based on current engineering practice is first conducted. As the accumulated tolerance is over the target, higher precision is then assigned to each component in order to reduce the accumulated tolerance. While this approach still fails to achieve the tolerance target, a method that compensates the stacked tolerance, called negative tolerance, is then employed to accomplish the task
Tolerance analysis of the spindle
There are two approaches for tolerance analysis: the geometrical method and the algebra method. Geometric method treats tolerance specifications as the variation of geometric features, thus tolerance zone is the Minkosky sum of variations. This method can sum up accumulated tolerance and easy for visualization [2, 3] . This method, though precise, is computation intensive. Algebra method treats tolerance specification as an attribute to geometrical constraints, which form constraint equations. As tolerancing is an attribute to the constraint, tolerance accumulation is computed based on the formulation of these constraint equations. The algebra method is relatively economic in computation and has been adopted in many works such as Clement et al. [4] , Whitney & Gilbert [5] , Tsai et al. [6] and Riveire et al. [7] .
Geometric constraint of a feature in a geometric model can be represented as a transformation, such as frame transformation represented by the homogenous transformation. Tolerance associated with the geometric constraint is the variation attached to the transformation, such as the variational kinematics and the TTRS models [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . As the assembly of a product is to put more kinematic constraints on these features, it forms a network of constraints with these models. Tolerance accumulation is then computed based on these constraint equations [9, 10] .
To analysis tolerance accumulation in an assembly, the first step is to decompose the assembly into parts and further decompose each part into features that tolerance specification is applied to. This decomposition constructs the detail composition of geometric features of an assembly. The decomposed structure is called product hierarchy. While geometric constraints are sometimes constrains a single feature, such as form or shape, and sometimes denotes relationship between features, such as relative positioning or orientation, it is necessary to construct the relationship between geometric features in the product hierarchy. Such constraints cross link these features in the product hierarchy and thus form a constraint network that connecting geometric features [11] [12] [13] . As each constraint is a transformation in the geometric model, the network represents a series of transformations based on these design constraints. Tolerance accumulation along the network is then calculated as the variation associated with the transformation. When variational kinematic models are employed in this transformation, the resultant transformation represents a six degree-offreedom (DOF) transformation between the two features in the network. When this approach applied to dimensional relationship, the network can be further simplified into one dimension, call the dimensional chain, without to expand the whole network.
To analyze tolerance stack-up of the spindle head example, we first look for the dimensions that related to the positioning of the spindle head with respect to the driven axle that is close to the machine frame. As shown in Fig. 2 , the related dimensions X1 to X10 can be traced by the single-pencil trace method [14] . The dimensional chain is then formulated as the following equation.
X-X1-X2-X3-X4-X5-X6-X7-X8-X9-X10 = 0 (1) Fig. 2 . The dimensional chain of the spindle Tolerance of relative positioning of the spindle head with respect to the machine frame is calculated based on the dimensional chain. The dimensions X1 to X10 are listed in Table 1 with associated tolerancing specifications. As an example to illustrate the calculation, we use the worst-case tolerancing to calculate the accumulated tolerance as follows.
X = (2)
As a result, the resultant dimension and tolerance are 3439.5mm and +3.46/-3.56mm. Compared with the tolerance target 3439.5±0.03mm, the accumulated tolerance must be reduced at least 7.96mm in order to fit in the target. 
Tolerance adjustment and re-distribution
While the accumulated tolerance, or the dimensional variation, is too large, it is necessary to reduce it. One easy and straightforward approach is to reduce tolerance of each component so that the accumulated tolerance can be reduced at the same time. We therefore apply higher precision to components of the spindle based on the ISO precision standard [15] . As higher precision also means higher manufacturing cost, the acceptable precision is IT6 grade in common engineering practice. The tolerance associate to each dimension is then adjusted in accordance with the IT6 precision grade as shown in Table 2 . The tolerances associate with dimensions X6 and X8 are the width of bearings, which are purchased from other vendors, and thus are unchanged. Tolerance stack-up of the newly re-distributed tolerancing specification is then re-calculated according to equation (2) . The resultant tolerance is +0.13/-0.24 that, again, is still over the tolerance target, as shown in Fig. 3 . Although both the worst-case tolerancing and statistical tolerancing are shown in the Fig., the result by the worstcase tolerancing is more reasonable as each spindle is manually adjusted at the final stage. It appears that further re-distribution of the tolerances is needed. If higher precision is further applied, the manufacturing cost will arise tremendously due to tight tolerancing. A further investigation is conducted to find a better way to solve this problem. We noticed that tolerance stack-up cannot be reduced bellow the tolerance of each component based on current tolerance analysis method as shown in equation (2) . A solution is to adjust the tolerance of a certain component at the final stage during assembly. Using the inverse computation method [16] , we calculated the tolerance The result shows that the upper limit of the dimension is lower than the lower limit. It means, though not consistent with current tolerancing practice, "negative tolerancing" that accommodates the accumulated tolerance. Negative tolerancing can be achieved by final adjustment of the assembly. The final adjustment, often a grinding process, is to fine tune the dimensional variation caused by tolerance stack-up. In the spindle example, the negative tolerance is added to the dimension of the retaining ring with a regular tolerancing assigned to the dimension for the final grinding process. The precision of the spindle can be reached by employing the negative tolerancing approach.Conclusion Tolerancing is one of the most fundamental technologies for industry. Tolerance assignment and adjustment/re-distribution is important for product that requires precision. This paper first analyzes tolerance stack-up of a spindle of a machine tool as the spindle assembly requires high precision. While the accumulated tolerance is higher than the tolerance target, tolerance redistribution is investigated with two approaches: the higher precision, i.e. tighter tolerancing, approach and the negative tolerancing approach. The former approach results in higher manufacturing cost but it is still unable to achieve the target. The negative tolerancing approach, on the other hand, does not change tolerancing specifications of components except the one to be adjusted during the final stage in assembly process. The negative tolerancing approach compensates, instead of adding to, the accumulated tolerance and thus reduces the variation of dimension that contributes to the control of assembly tolerancing. The merit of this approach is to result in good yield without much extra manufacturing cost.
